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BACKGROUND 

At its 197th session, the Executive Board requested the Chair of the Executive Board, in consultation 
with the Director-General, to make the necessary practical arrangements and organize on a trial 
basis, during the 2016-2017 biennium, and without amending the Rules of Procedure, meetings of 
the Executive Board Members. In principle six times per year; such meetings will be open to States 
Members of the Executive Board, to Member States non-Member of the Executive Board as 
observers with enhanced participation status, and to the Secretariat (197 EX/Decision 28-44). 

At its 200th session, the Executive Board decided, in preparation of the Draft Programme and Budget 
for 2018-21 (39 C/5), to continue interactive consultations until the end of 2016 in the framework of 
the intersessional meetings open to States Members of the Executive Board and to Member States 
non-Member of the Executive Board as observers with enhanced participation status, and 
information meetings organized by the Secretariat on the integrated budget framework and the 
structured financing dialogue (200 EX/Decision 13.I). 

At its 200th session, the Executive Board decided that the interviews of candidates for the post of 
the Organization’s Director-General’s will be public and webcasted (200 EX/Decision 14).  

At its 38th session, the General Conference established an open-ended Working Group on 

Governance, procedures and methods of work of the governing bodies of UNESCO, acknowledging the 
need to optimize the governance of intergovernmental programmes, committees and conventions 
by harnessing the potential for greater synergy, harmonization, efficiency and impact while bearing 
in mind requirements regarding the quality of the work and the specific mandate, constituency and 
functioning of individual governing bodies (38 C/ Resolution101). 

 

PROBLEM 
How to enhance a more proactive dialogue between the Member States and the Secretariat and the 

governance of the Organization as a whole. 

 

SOLUTION 
Transform the Executive Board and General Conference websites in a web portal to exchange information 

concerning the ongoing governance reform process in UNESCO and including information at the United 
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Nations level such as comparative study on governing bodies of other United Nations Specialized Agencies. 

They also provide a unique space that enables Members States and Secretariat to share their opinions 

relative to what they expect the Organization to deliver in 4 years’ time, considering the Overarching 

Objectives outlines in the 37 C/4, Medium-Term Strategy for 2014-2021 and based on the priorities and 

thematic areas presented in the Director-General’s Preliminary Proposals for the draft 39 C/5 (200 EX/13).  

 

THE WAY FORWARD 
Update regularly the Executive Board and General Conference websites with status reports on the progress 

of work of the Working Group on Governance, as well as its Sub-Groups, and Intersessional Meetings (INX) 

mechanisms to improve the governance of these governing bodies.  
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